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NEWSLETTER 

I was delighted to be asked to deliver 
this 2-part training course for           
colleagues at All Saints Primary which 
is a small Church of England school in 
Barnet with a very diverse school    
population.  The course, which focuses 
on the UN sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs), was delivered as staff 
INSET for teachers and subject       
leaders.   
 
The school's mission statement      
highlights the parable of the sower as a 
call to action and encourages pupils to 
see themselves as change makers so  

the school therefore sees the SDGs 
(sometimes called Global Goals) as a 
vehicle to affect change.   
 
The school is not yet involved in any 
international links / partnerships or      
projects although they do carry out a 
range of international activities        
including International evening which 
involves the local community. 
 
The school were keen to explore how 
they might link with schools in other 
parts of the world to explore the SDGs 
in a global context and is one of the  
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things that we focused on in both sessions.  
 
They also wanted to develop concrete      
evaluation tools to evidence impact of this 
work / be able to show improved knowledge 
skills and understanding around the goals -    
particularly to respond to the new Ofsted 
framework which requires schools to        
evidence real depth of learning and            
understanding. 
 
The first session included training on SDGs, 
explored classroom resources to facilitate 
teaching about them and an introduction to 
the Schools Based Tasks (SBT).  The subject 
lead for History has already mapped the 
SDGs across this area of the curriculum so 
the aim was that staff would use the course 
to begin doing the same in Science and     
ultimately across the whole curriculum.  
Staff enjoyed trialling and reflecting on the             
resources (Vote With Your Feet etc) all of 
which were put on the school's shared drive 
to be used for the School Based Task and 
future reference. 

In the 2nd session all staff fed back on the 
activity that they had carried out in their 
particular year group.  The SLT were keen 
that the task be aligned with the Spring term 
Project week on trees so that all could      
provide input / content for future Science 
planning mapped against the SDGs. 

School Based Task: 
Project week - Trees (Science / Cross 
Curricular / linked to SDGs):  
Based on trees, staff designed a lesson that 
encompassed scientific skills, knowledge 
and understanding, fitting within the      
progression of the science curriculum. 
Staff were asked to:  

• Consider the National Curriculum 
science objectives and skills and prior 
learning for their class  

• Consider how activities respond to 
and address one or more of the  SDGs 

• Consider how this work could be     
relevant to mapping SDGs across  
other curriculum areas 

• Consider how you might evaluate 
learning outcomes 

 
Example Feedback (provided from 
Early Years through to Year 6): 
Music lead: Focused on Nepal /            
Madagascar /  Indonesia and Ghana -       
discussed these countries - their habitats for 
animals & people, trees / food sources / 
global warming / jobs / impact on the 
world.  Having listened to music from these  

countries pupils then wrote songs about                  
de-forestation & re-forestation.  SDGs 1, 3, 11 etc. 
and links to whole curriculum 
 
Year 2: Used World's Largest Lesson resources to 
explore SDGs in more detail.  Looked at trees in 
gardens / links to humans and animals / drew     
pictures / researched where trees grow / trees in    
Kenya  - created comparison graphs. Parents more 
engaged and involved in learning.  
SDGs 13, 15 - links to Maths / Art /Literacy /       
Geography 
 
Year 6: Trees and their impact on good health 
(mental health and well being) for both humans 
and wildlife.  Greta Thunberg - discussions and  
debate for and against idea of climate change.     
Pupils created The tree of life with teachers as the 
seeds (links to school's mission statement) and    
explored how trees make you feel.  Symbol of the 
trunk strength and relationships - individual leaves 
working together etc. 
SDGs 3, 4, 13, 16 - links to Geography / RE /         
Literacy / Art etc. 
 
All staff were also asked to reflect on how they 
might evaluate learning outcomes.  This provided 
some invaluable discussions particularly as the 
school are aware of the demands of the new Ofsted 
framework and beginning to see that this work may 
really help evidence real depth of learning /         
progression and result in pupils being able to talk 
and feedback more confidently and effectively 
about their learning. 
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Evaluation tools discussed were: 
 

1. Base-line audits of knowledge pre-during 
and post activity (we also explored how 
this could be used in linking activities 
with partners schools / values and         
perceptions etc.) 

2. Making use of existing resources for this 
i.e. RISC How to We Know Its Working 
tool kit 

 
Staff noticed that : 

1. Pupils could talk with enthusiasm about 
what they had been learning 

2. Pupils could apply critical thinking            
strategies / reflect on wider issues / make 
links between learning on a local with a 
more global scale etc. 

3. Pupils were able to identify their own            
increased knowledge and understanding 
around the goals 

4. A real-life / global learning approach (as      
illustrated during this activity) makes      
learning relevant  

 
The second session also included information 
about the International Schools Award as a       
framework for work on the Global Goals and 
other accreditation schemes such as the Rights               
Respecting Schools Award, The Geography            
Association Geography Mark, the Fair Trade 
School Award and the Eco-schools Award.  The 
school is not currently in a financial position to 
engage with the these more formally but were 
interested in the range of free resources        
available through some of these. 
 
 

 It was concluded with an overview of the              
Connecting Classrooms Through Global     
Learning Programme / partner finding / what 
makes a successful link / equitable                  
partnerships and on how the school might 
work in a cluster with their Barnet Network 
Learning Community. There are several staff 
in the school who are keen to pursue this     
further.   
 
The level of awareness around the goals      
varied across the staff so the 1st session was a 
very useful tool to introduce the SDGs.    
 
The SLT had been really keen for staff to      
reflect on the existing values / ethos of the 
school, the approach to teaching and learning 
and understand how this is already                
responding to and providing real and tangible 
links to the Global Goals.  By carrying out the 
course,  sharing and reflecting on outcomes in 
the 2nd session, this understanding was really            
consolidated so that staff are now much more 
able to link and map the goals across the 
whole curriculum and to actively support 
their pupils in understanding these links too. 

 
It was inspiring to see the impact this work is 
having at the school and how the SDGs are     
being embedded across teaching and learning 
and the life and ethos there. 
 
If you are interested in delivering the course 
in your school - please see flyer overleaf and     
contact Anne Roots:  
annerootsconnect@gmail.com 
 
 



                                                                                          

       

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Session 1: 
To support teachers and teaching 
assistants in developing skills and 
knowledge on the United Nations Global 
Goals and how these can contribute to 
excellent education, through learning 
schemes, accreditation frameworks and 
curriculum resources.   
 
Schools Based Task:  
Carry out a curriculum based activity of 
your choice in between the meetings 
and be ready to report back.   
 
Session 2: 
Includes a learning community style 
engagement with school based tasks. 
The session can cover the International 
School Award as a framework for 
engaging with the Global Goals. It will 
also support developing and nurturing 
long-term equitable and sustainable 
partnerships.   
    
Content and focus can be tailored to suit 
the needs of your school/s.   

This course aims to support schools and teachers to: 
 

 learn about the Global Goals and how these 
can contribute towards excellent education 
provision – policy, practice and accreditation  

 access a range of teaching strategies and 
resources to introduce teaching about the 
Global Goals and create opportunities for 
international collaborative action with your 
partner school overseas  

 develop and nurture long-term equitable and 
sustainable partnerships.  

  
 
 

 

GLOBAL PATHWAYS TO 
EXCELLENT EDUCATION: 

Learning strategies, 
Accreditation and 

Curriculum Resources 
 

 

DELIVER THIS FREE TRAINING IN 
YOUR SCHOOL 

No cost to schools ~ funded and       
accredited by the British Council 
Contact: Anne Roots            
annerootsconnect@gmail.com       
 



Developing responsible, respectful 
and active young citizens of  
Britain and the world
Connecting Classrooms through Global Learning (CCGL) is a 
government funded programme run by the British Council and 
its partners. Building on the success of existing programmes, it 
supports teachers and school leaders from all phases to motivate 
young people to develop knowledge and skills for the opportunities, 
responsibilities and experiences of later life.

Through free professional development (CPD) for teachers, connections with other schools 
locally and globally and engaging learning resources, the programme helps to create a wide, rich 
set of experiences to develop students who can flourish in an interdependent world. Schools can 
receive grants of between £5,000 and £35,000 to develop their school partnerships.

“Through CCGL we are building a 
partnership with a school in Tanzania. 
We hope this will bring benefits to 

both our school communities through 
shared learning experiences, providing 
us with opportunities to become global 
thinkers and equip our staff and pupils with 
the skills they need for today’s world”
Teacher and International Co-ordinator from a 
school involved in the programme.

“The visit from the South African 
Headteachers and what they 
communicated about their 

personal experiences of apartheid was 
powerful and moving and helped to build 
a sense of moral purpose amongst both 
pupils and teachers.”
Headteacher of London school following 
the hosting of a visit by international 
partners.

Discover more overleaf about the opportunities available to your school...
www.britishcouncil.org/connecting-classrooms
Local advisor, Anne Roots:  annerootsconnect@gmail.com



Connecting Classrooms through Global Learning 
provides opportunities for pupils in the UK and  
across the world to identify and celebrate  
commonalities, value differences and learn  
about and take action on global issues.

How can my school benefit from Connecting Classrooms 
through Global Learning?
There are a host of learning opportunities on offer to schools and academies in England from 
KS1-5 (including special schools and PRUs) as part of the programme. Whether you are part of 
a cluster or applying for individual school opportunities, your global learning journey can be 
tailored to match your school’s priorities thanks to the programme’s range of flexible elements.

How do I find out more?
To discover more about the power of global learning and how 
to apply for any of the funding available, visit the Connecting 
Classrooms through Global Learning website. 
www.britishcouncil.org/connecting-classrooms 

“What’s different about Connecting 
Classrooms is that it emphasises global 
learning as a two-way thing. It is as much 

about equipping British children with the knowledge, 
skills and attitudes they need to thrive in the global 
economy as it is about sharing learning” 
Secretary of State for Education, Sept 2018

● Fully funded high-quality, curriculum aligned
CPD to suit your school, both face-to-face and
online.

● Free classroom resources to help you run a
collaborative, pupil-focused programme of
work related to the United Nations Global
Development Goals.

● A whole school self-assessment tool and a
sequenced set of learning outcomes that
contribute towards a broad and rich curriculum
which extends beyond the academic.

● An online partner-finding tool to help your
school build international connections, as well
as guidance and training to get the most from
partnerships.

● Grants for reciprocal visits between partner
schools in different countries, either as a cluster
of schools or a one-to-one school partnership.

● Grants for lead schools to build and expand
a cluster network and develop the skills of an
appointed international co-ordinator.

● Funded support from a dedicated Local
Advisor to help you to fully access and benefit
from the programme.

● Recognition via the relevant level of the
International School Award to highlight your
achievements in embedding international
education in your school.

● Funding to support a celebration event to
share and spread the impact and a positive
opportunity to engage parents and the
wider community.

Imagine where financial support for  
partner visits, supply cover and CPD 
could take your school this year.

Connecting Classrooms through Global Learning is led by the British Council, the 
UK’s international organisation for cultural relations and educational opportunities.

Or contact your Local Advisor, Anne Roots
annerootsconnect@gmail.com
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Connecting Classrooms Through Global Learning (CCGL) 
Programme - Why get involved? 

 

Links to Ofsted / Curriculum development: 
• Develops cultural capital / appreciation of diversity 
• Helps pupils make a positive contribution to society 
• Provides real world context for learning -  relevant / broad / rich / deep 
• Supports inclusive curriculum 
• Develops life-long learning skills 
• Raises awareness of rights and responsibilities / SMSC & British Values 
• Links to existing curriculum / cross curricular - ALL SUBJECTS 
Supports Personal Development: 
• Provides a motivation to learn 
• Develops active Global Citizenship skills (understanding of diversity /                   

interdependence / social justice / conflict resolution) 
• Leadership / critical thinking & problem solving skills 
• Develops creativity & imagination 
• Improves digital literacy 
Is inclusive:  
• Enables understanding and appreciation of cultural diversity 
• Supports culturally relevant, accessible and inclusive curriculum, resources, 

teaching & learning practice 
• Positive representation of BAME community / linking with other countries 
• Enables engagement for all  - pupils, parents, wider community 
• Supports pupils voice / explores social justice   
Example project templates: 
• Stories in the News 
• What's the Weather like 
• A day in the Life Of 
• Green Schools 
• Natural Resources 
• Values & Democracy 
• Women of the World 
• Talk for Writing 
• Life below Water 
• Zero Waste / Zero Hunger / Climate Action           

 



 

 

 

 

 

Greenleaf Primary School in Walthamstow  
is currently undertaking a two year Erasmus+ 
project (entitled Tell Me More) with partner  
schools from Portugal, Turkey, Denmark, Italy  
and Poland. The aim of the project is to learn  
more about how reading is taught in each school  
and to develop teachers’ pedogogy around  
the teaching of reading. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
In December, two teachers from our school  
visited the Escola Basica D. Pedro I school in  
Porto, Portugal.  Whilst there, they discovered  
how important the role of school library is in  
Portuguese education, with many storytelling  
lessons being taught there. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The arts also play a significant role in the  
Portuguese system and the teachers witnessed a  
hip hop/ dance concert at playtime by the  
students. 
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ERASMUS+ PROJECTS: 

‘TELL ME MORE’ 
Greenleaf Primary, Waltham Forest 

     Mark Scott 

In recent years, there has been a big focus on    
using public libraries which were not always      
accessible in Portugal. Here was a trip                 
undertaken by the group to the Almeida Garrett 
library. 

The teachers came back with an even greater love 
of books than ever before and buzzing with new 
ideas on how to teach reading at Greenleaf.  

In February, two teachers made the trip to the 

Metod Koleji school in Ankara, the capital of    

Turkey. 

They were amazed to find out that the children 

were taught lessons in both Turkish and English. 



 

 

At the school, the arts are an important part of the 
learning day and Greenleaf visitors had the        
opportunity to see both an art lesson and a dance/
music performance by the children from the 
school, celebrating the founding father of modern 
Turkey, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. 
 
Again, the teachers came back full of enthusiasm 
and ideas to share with the pupils at Greenleaf. 
 

Following on from the success of our work in our 
last Key Action 1 project, we sought further fund-
ing for KA 1 and KA229 projects in 2019.  Having 
found a partner school in Madrid, Spain with 
whom we worked very well and built a strong     
relationship, our original KA1 project had created 
an appetite across the school for Spanish language 
and culture.  We wanted to embed the partnership 
into school life so the link we had begun to          
cultivate could be sustained by extending work   
focused around our cultural identities.   
 
This project met needs in both schools. The      
children at our school come from 48 different 
countries and the children speak 58 different    
languages. Our partner school’s population is    
beginning to change and become more diverse. 
Through engagement with this project we wanted 
our staff to learn from and work with colleagues in 
Spain who use Content and Language Integrated 
Learning (CLIL) as an approach to  language     
development as well as celebrating and sharing 
our cultural identities through the way we teach 
RE and PSHCE.  These curriculum areas are           
fundamental to the approach we take to teaching 
and learning and celebrating the rich diversity we 
are privileged to work with across our school.  
However, we were stunned to discover that 
PSHCE and RE are not taught in Spain, which 

In June 2020, Greenleaf are hoping to host the  
teachers of the partner schools to impart our 
knowledge of teaching reading and the English 
curriculum.  
If you would like to know more about Greenleaf’s 
international work or would like to make contact 
for any reason (we are always keen on hearing 
from schools on projects we could work on              
together) please contact the school’s International 
Coordinator, Mark Scott:  

mark.scott@greenleaf.waltham.sch.uk   

therefore set out a clear purpose and rationale for 
our projects.   
Through these projects we have intertwined four 
overarching main aims:  
 
1. Developing knowledge and understanding of 

the CLIL approach which all the bilingual 
schools in Madrid use. 

2. Enhancing the language skills of staff and their 
cultural awareness through immersion in the 
mobilities.  

3. Providing a Culturally Inclusive Curriculum, 
Celebrating Diversity. 

4. Creating and promoting a European and        
International Dimension to our curriculum.  

 
We have just completed two school visits as part of 
our Learning, Teaching, Training Activities.  Our 
reciprocal visits have provided an opportunity for 
an ongoing dialogue about educational practice 
and the impact on teaching and learning.  As well 
as staff sharing good practice, our pupils have 
been writing to one another and been intrigued to 
find out about the differences in our schooling   
systems as well as recognising their similarities as 
young people growing up.   
  
Through learning Spanish as an additional        
language, our staff have been able to experience   
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EXPLORING AND DEVELOPING CULTURAL 
IDENTITIES IN THE UK AND SPAIN 

 Parkfield Primary, Barnet,  
Leila Harris 



 

 

first-hand how the pupils feel when they arrive in 
school with little or no English.  This has changed 
some of our practice to ensure that throughout the 
day there are opportunities and time for reflection 
on learning and the importance of ‘brain down 
time’ so pupils do not suffer information          
overload.   
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our first mobility for our Erasmus+ KA229       
project was in Greece. Educators from four     
countries (U.K., France, Spain and Sweden)       
visited the 4th primary school of Rafina. All the 
activities and workshops were focused on Music, 
Drama and Movement embedding many subjects 
of the curriculum. Through workshops and          
activities with the pupils we explored Greek       
history and culture and we  visited the Acropolis  
museum as well as the museum of Greek folk    
musical  instruments.  
Pupils performed theatrical performances for us, 
based on Greek Mythology (Odyssey and            

Persephone’s abduction) and danced traditional 
dances from different areas of the country.  
We visited the music school where we listened to 
the pupils practising classical and traditional    

This work contributes to our pupils’                       
understanding about what it means to be a          
European citizen as well as complementing our 
ongoing global learning activities.  We are now 
looking          
forward to     
seeing how this 
will unfold in 
the units of 
work we      
produce and 
evaluating how 
effective these 
are.     

 

 

 

 

music in ensembles. 

We are delighted to announce our new                  
International collaboration with the Italian         
primary school Aldo Moro from Bologna, Italy. 
Our pupils wrote letters to their new friends and 
they sent them via email. Our Italian friends made 
beautiful pictures of their life in Italy and our      
pupils made presentations using pictures of our 
school, and London’s monuments. They were very 
curious about their new friends and they asked 
questions about the 
school in Bologna and 
the monuments in 
their city. Here is one 
of the Italian children’s 
letters. 
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ERASMUS+ KA229 THE BROOK SPECIAL 

SCHOOL (HARINGEY) GOES TO GREECE 
Maria Preftitsi 

Connecting classrooms in the  U.K. 

and Italy 

- International collaboration 
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Whitefield Schools is one of the largest special 
needs schools in Europe. Together, its three      
sub-schools cater for children and young people 
from early years to post-16 with learning,        
communications difficulties, autism or complex 
needs.  
 
The school has a long history of working with  
colleagues in this country and abroad and          
archives note that we were welcoming                
international visitors more than fifty years ago.   
 
Today, we have active links with schools across 
the world, both playing host to international 
teachers and students and visiting overseas      
special educational needs settings.  We have     
several e-Twinning and Erasmus+ projects       
running at the moment that are helping teachers 
and students to gain valuable life-skills, broaden 
their horizons and expand cultural awareness. 

This 2-year project is involving all teachers and 
students at Whitefield’s secondary school and  
brings us together with another special needs’ 
school and 3 mainstream schools from Greece, 
Romania, Spain and Portugal. 
 
The project looks at how mainstream education 
can benefit from the advances made in special 
needs non-formal education  – and how these 
techniques can be integrated into everyday      
classes to make them more accessible and          
attractive to all students.  
 
The project aims to develop : 
 
A mini-guide – booklet with lesson plans, 
schemes of work, guidance on helping SEND   
students integrate with the outside world. 
 
A resource library – interactive resources that 
supplement the guide with video showing      
practical examples of students taking part in     
activities set out in the mini-guide. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

This project brings together four special needs 
schools to raise awareness about the plastic waste 
and pollution in oceans through role-play and 
creativity. Together the schools will create a video 
with pupils carrying out research prior to filming 
joining in discussions, sharing their ideas and 
opinions on the subject. Pupils will  perform in 
front of the camera, with each school filming their 
part of the script. This year  Whitefield Schools 
visited the Greek school and filmed a part of the 
movie together. The Brook School will edit the 
parts into the completed  movie. 
 
Participants:  
  
The Brook SEN primary school, London, U.K. 
Whitefield school London, U.K. 
Special Lycium of Athens, Greece 
Agios Spyridonas school Larnaca, Cyprus 
 
In a nice recognition of the work we do, the     
British Council this year awarded our teacher  
Maria Papazoglou with an official eTwinning 
Quality Label reflecting the high quality of the 
school’s work in its previous international    
eTwinning work ‘Explore our Planet: Weather, 
Time, Countries, Cultures’. 

‘INTERNATIONAL LINKS’ 
Whitefield Schools, Waltham Forest,  

Maria Papazoglou   

Erasmus+ 
BIS (Building the Inclusive and Creative 

School for the future) 

eTwinning: Ocean SOS 
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Mr Wayne McKaye and Miss Grace O'Neill of 
St Vincent’s Catholic Primary School attended 
a Bootcamp training event in partnership with 
Utopia Project held in Belgium in mid January 
2020. 
 
The purpose of the trip was to learn about 
frameworks including cross-curricular             
teaching, outdoor community based learning 
and the knowledge and skills needed in the 
21st century. This follows on from the core 
groups Bootcamp on “Teaching with impact”. 
 
The teachers of St Vincent’s have brought back 
new knowledge, creative ideas and are           
collaborating with other schools across Europe 
via eTwinning, a portal where teachers can 
share ideas and post teaching practices. The 
photographs attached are some examples of 
impactful learning in action! 
 
Please visit our website to see more - 
www.stvincentscatholicprimarymillhill.org.uk 
 

Wayne McKaye 
The children at St Vincent’s LKS2 are looking 
at the diversity and habitats of different types 
of animals 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

UKs2 
As part of our ongoing project on the               
circulatory system, years 5 and 6 invited  

‘Hands on Science’ to deliver a workshop.  This 
included the children’s dissection of a lambs 
heart.  This gave the children real world            
experience and helped answer some of their 
driving questions from their project. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Matthew Gibson 
UKS2 Circulatory System 
In UKS2 we have been looking at the circulatory 
system as part of our current project.  We           
identified the different parts and functions of 
this system. 
 
To do this, we went outside and children played 
the roles of the blood vessels, the lungs, the heart 
and finally the blood. 
 
Children developed their knowledge on how 
each of these work together to supply our bodies 
with fresh oxygen. 
 

KA2 ERASMUS+ PROJECT at 
St Vincent’s Primary, Barnet, Elaine Regan 

Children playing 
the role of the heart 
and lungs which 
are under pressure 
to push oxygen 
around the body 

Children playing 
the role of the 

blood vessels which 
are transporting 
blood around the 

body 

http://www.stvincentscatholicprimarymillhill.org.uk



